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FeO-containing K-Na-rich silicate (`KNSF': SiO2 64.3 wt%, K2O 18.6 wt%, Na2O 12.4
wt%, FeO 4.6 wt%) with a low melting temperature. The experiments at the Australian
National University (ANU) used Pd90Fe10 alloys made by melting mixes of Pd and Fe
powders. These alloys were also fabricated into capsules and equilibrated with the FeOcontaining K-Na-rich silicate. The silicate material was prepared from a mixture of reagent
grade oxides and carbonates (K, Na), melted under air, and quenched to glass. Small
cylinders were drilled out of the KNSF silicate glass and were inserted into capsules
fabricated from the Pd90Fe10 and Pt90Fe10 alloys (BGI experiments). In the case of ANU
experiments, silicate glass powders were loaded into the capsules. The metal phases of
interest were used as capsule material to avoid contamination of the sample with capsule
material in the metal±silicate partition experiments; for example, contamination by MgO
or Al2O3 of silicate phases by using MgO- or Al2O3-capsules as shown in, for example,
ref. 23. Graphite was used as the heater in piston-cylinder furnace assemblies and LaCrO3
as the heater in multi-anvil furnaces. The entire assemblies were placed in a vacuum oven
at 250 8C overnight before the experiment. Details of the experimental design and method
can be found in refs 24 (piston cylinder) and 25 (multi-anvil). After reaching the desired
pressure, samples were heated to the desired temperatures (1,100±1,600 8C). Experimental
conditions were chosen so that solid metal and liquid silicate coexisted during the
experiments. The low-melting KNSF-silicate remained above its liquidus within the
investigated P±T-range. Run durations were up to 36 h, and the experiments were
terminated by turning off the power to the heater. The temperature drop was suf®ciently
rapid to quench the silicate liquids into glasses. Metal compositions and major-element
silicate compositions were determined by electron microprobe (Cameca Camebax,
University of Cologne; 10 nA, 20 kV, counting time: 40 s). Palladium and Pt concentrations in silicates were analysed by an ultraviolet (quadrupled Nd-YAG) laser ablationPlasmaQuad PQ-2+ inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) system at
Memorial University, Newfoundland, Canada, using procedures described in ref. 26. The
beam spot was 100 mm diameter, laser repetition rate 10 Hz, laser energy density 40 J cm-2,
and counting time 60 s. The Pd and Pt standards were homogeneous synthetic silicate
glasses whose Pd and Pt concentrations had been measured previously by instrumental
neutron activation analysis. The Si content of each individual silicate sample was used as
an internal standard for the laser ablation ICP-MS analyses. To enhance the comparison
between the high-pressure results and 1-atm data, additional 1-atm experiments with pure
Pd and Pt90Fe10-metal and an FeO-containing melt (`BK': SiO2 49.1 wt%, CaO 19.2 wt%,
MgO 10.6 wt%, Al2O3 14.1 wt%, FeO 7.0 wt%) as silicate starting material were performed
under controlled temperature and oxygen fugacity in gas mixing furnaces at the University
of Cologne using the loop technique as described in ref. 27. The Pd and Pt contents in these
silicate samples were analysed by instrumental neutron activation analysis at the
University of Cologne.
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How do deleterious mutations interact to affect ®tness? The
answer to this question has substantial implications for a variety
of important problems in population biology, including the
evolution of sex1±3, the rate of adaptation4,5 and the conservation
of small populations3,6±8. Here we analyse a mathematical model of
competition for food in which deleterious mutations affect competitive ability. We show that, if individuals usually compete in
small groups, then competition can easily lead to a type of genetic
interaction known as synergistic epistasis. This means that a
deleterious mutation is most damaging in a genome that already
has many other deleterious mutations. We also show that competition in small groups can produce a large advantage for sexual
populations, both in mean ®tness and in ability to resist invasion
by asexual lineages. One implication of our ®ndings is that
experimental efforts to demonstrate synergistic epistasis may
not succeed unless the experiments are redesigned to make
them much more naturalistic.
Consider a population of organisms for which generations are
discrete, so that parents die at around the time that their offspring
are produced. Let us de®ne an adult as an individual that survives to
reproductive age. We de®ne the ®tness associated with a particular
genotype as the mean number of surviving offspring produced by
adults with that genotype. In other words, when calculating ®tness,
we only count offspring that survive to adulthood.
Let us suppose that the ®tness associated with a genotype depends
only on the number of deleterious mutations. It is useful to
normalize ®tness, so we de®ne a quantity, wk, which is the ®tness
associated with having k deleterious mutations divided by the
®tness associated with having zero deleterious mutations (thus,
w0  1). That is, wk is the relative ®tness of adults with k mutations.
If mutations act entirely independently of each other, then a plot
of the logarithm of wk as a function of k (the number of mutations)
produces a straight line with a negative slope. This is the case where
epistasis is absent, and mutations combine to affect ®tness in a
multiplicative fashion. If each mutation added to the genome has a
greater deleterious effect than preceding mutations, then we have
synergistic epistasis, leading to a curve where the rate of decrease in
the logarithm of wk increases with k (Fig. 1a). If each mutation
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Figure 1 Results of ®ve numerical studies. In each case, the histogram gives the
equilibrium frequencies of adults with k mutations, where k  0; 1; 2; 3; ¼ The curve
gives the natural logarithm of the wk values. The value of wk is the expected number of
offspring for an adult with k deleterious mutations divided by the expected number of
offspring for an adult with no deleterious mutations (measured at equilibrium). The
parameter values used are: a, a  0:2, Q  100, g  0:01, U  4:5, C k  0:9k ;
b, a  0:04, Q  100, g  10 2 9 , U  0:1, C k  0:5k ; c, a  0:04, Q  100,
g  10 2 9 , U  1:0, C k  0:5k ; d, a  0:04, Q  2; 000, g  0:01, U  1:0,
400
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To understand the importance of competition, let us consider a
simple model. We will focus on one speci®c case, but we believe that
analysis of this case provides general insight.
Consider a diploid and outcrossing organism that depends on
consuming a resource called `food'. Generations are discrete, and
the expected number of offspring for a female adult is proportional
to the amount of food she eats between reproductive maturity and
death. Offspring are male or female, with equal probability. For
convenience, we measure food in units such that the expected
number of offspring increases by one for each unit of food
consumed. We also make the convenient assumption that food
appears in discrete quantities (these might be seeds, fruits or
individual prey animals).
Each offspring is produced by a female adult after mating with a
male adult, and the probability that a male adult will contribute to a
particular offspring is assumed to be proportional to the amount of
food that the male has consumed since maturation. This may
re¯ect a better ability to compete for mates among better-fed males.
Alternatively, for a `broadcast breeder', this may re¯ect proportionality between the amount of food consumed and the number of
male gametes produced.
Standard mendelian segregation and free recombination are
involved in the production of gametes. A very large number of
loci are susceptible to deleterious mutations. During gamete
production, mutations occur independently at randomly selected
loci, and the expected number of new mutations per gamete is U/2.
Thus, the expected number of new mutations per offspring is U.
We assume that an adult's genetic constitution controls the rate
at which it can consume food. An adult with k mutations can
consume food at a rate of Ck (where Ck . 0). The mutations are
deleterious, and thus we assume that Ck1 =C k # 1 2 e, for some e
that satis®es 0 , e , 1. Note that these assumptions are fairly
general in that many different relationships between the number
of mutations and competitive ability are allowed within the model.

Frequency

added to the genome has a smaller deleterious effect on ®tness than
preceding mutations, then we have diminishing returns epistasis,
where the rate of decrease in the logarithm of wk declines with k
(Fig. 1b).
Let w
Å represent the mean value of wk at equilibrium (that is, w
Å is
the mean relative ®tness). Analysis of simple models shows that, in
the case of no epistasis, we have w
Å  e 2 U , where U is the expected
number of new mutations per offspring1,9. For diminishing-returns
Å , e 2 U , and for synergistic epistasis,
epistasis these models yield w
Å . e2U.
w
The theoretical ®ndings have focused the attention of experimentalists on synergistic epistasis1,10±16. However, there is no strong
experimental support for the idea that synergistic epistasis is
ubiquitous13,16. This is surprising because, in the absence of
synergistic epistasis, it is dif®cult to explain how species with
relatively small local populations (for example, mammals and
trees) can survive genetic drift3,7. Populations with high genomic
mutation rates (U) are also dif®cult to explain without synergy, and
there is evidence that high values of U may be common3,17±21.
The present state of nature is puzzling, given the lack of success in
demonstrating synergistic epistasis. We believe that the explanation
is that synergy emerges in nature primarily from competition for
resources among small groups of genetically diverse individuals.
This type of situation is common, but it is more complex than what
has been considered in most of the experimental work on
synergy1,10±16. Several authors have speculated that synergy emerges
from competition for resources22,23. However, as we shall see, there
is no general reason to expect competition for resources to lead to
synergy unless competition generally takes place in small groups.
The authors who have gone furthest to emphasize the importance
of competition in small groups as a source of synergy are A. S.
Kondrashov1 and W. D. Hamilton et al.24, but they discussed smallgroup competition very brie¯y and without analysis of a formal
model.

–2
25

C 0  1, C k  Pki1 0:95 2 0:4e 2 0:1 i 2 1  for k $ 1; e, a  0:04, Q  100,
g  0:01, U  1:0, C 0  1, C k  Pki1 0:95 2 0:4e 2 0:1 i 2 1  for k $ 1. At
equilibrium, the values of nÅ (the mean number of adults consuming a food item), kÅ (the
mean number of mutations per adult) and wÅ (the mean of wk) are: a, nÅ  6:98,
kÅ  55:057, wÅ  0:104; b, nÅ  1:594, kÅ  0:483, wÅ  0:904; c, nÅ  1:594,
kÅ  8:117, wÅ  0:512; d, nÅ  39:973, kÅ  2:549, wÅ  0:355; e, nÅ  0:400,
kÅ  12:446, wÅ  0:508.
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Members of our hypothetical population spend their time looking for and consuming food items. Once an adult encounters and
begins to consume a food item, consumption continues until the
food item is gone. The quantity of food in a food item decreases as a
result of both consumption and decay. Decay occurs at rate g (where
g . 0). For convenience, we assume that, when consumption
begins, all food items contain a units of food. Thus, if n adults
consume a food item at the same time, and they have a mean rate of
consumption C, then the food item will disappear after a= nC  g
time units (where n $ 1). In this case, the amount of a food item

that is consumed by an adult with k mutations is aCk = nC  g.
Let Q denote the expected value for the number of food items that
an adult will encounter between maturation and death. We assume
that variation among adults in the value of Q is negligible, and so
treat Q as a constant. This suggests that adults spend a negligible
amount of their time consuming food, compared to the amount of
time spent looking for food.
The number of adults that consume each food item is assumed
to follow a Poisson distribution with mean nÅ. Thus, a proportion
exp(-nÅ) of food items are never consumed. The individuals that

Box 1
The main mathematical details of the analysis
The population is assumed to be suf®ciently large that stochastic effects
may be ignored. In one particular generation, pk denotes the frequency of
adults with k mutations. Quantities associated with the following
generation are indicated by a prime. Results are presented here only for
the sexual population (results for the asexual population follow
straightforwardly).
We census adults immediately before the production of gametes. The
expected number of offspring produced by a female with k mutations is
Fk.
Å
Å  nÅ F=2,
The rule connecting nÅ in adjacent generations is n9
where
Å  n,
Å the expected number of
FÅ  S`k0 Fk pk . Thus at equilibrium, when n9
offspring is two for every female.
No runaway theorem for kÅ
We shall establish here the result that for the sexual population, the mean
number of mutations, kÅ  S`k0 kpk , cannot increase inde®nitely. Thus if,
in one generation, kÅ is suf®ciently large, then for the following generation,
kÅ9 , kÅ.
It follows from the dynamical equation relating pk in adjacent
generations that
.
`
Å U
k9
2
kFk pk FÅ

^
k0

Let us ®rst analyse this equation when g  0. Although this value of g is
not allowed within the model, it will provide useful information for the
allowed case: g . 0.
Å n,
Å and equaFor g  0, it can be shown that FÅ  aQ1 2 exp 2 n=
tion (2) can be written as
 m

`
Sj0 kj C kj  Sm
Q m
j0 kj
Å 2 kÅ  U  aQ
k9
2 m
p p ¼pkm
m
Sj0 1 k0 k1
FÅ m 0 m  1 k0 ;k1 ;::;km Sj0 C kj 

^

^

3
Å
For all m, the expression on the rightwhere Q m  nÅ m exp 2 n=m!.
hand side of equation (3) inside brackets is negative (using Chebyshev's
inequality: see equation (11.115) of ref. 30). Furthermore, the leading
non-zero term in the sum over m on the right-hand side of equation (3)
occurs at m  1. This is the contribution from two adults encountering
and consuming a food item. Assuming that the mean number of adults
per food item, nÅ, is ®nite, it follows that Q(1) is ®nite and a non-negligible
proportion of food items are encountered by two adults. We shall show
that when kÅ is suf®ciently large in one generation, the contribution from
just the m  1 term on the right-hand side of equation (3) is suf®ciently
negative that kÅ9 will be smaller than kÅ. As a consequence, the mean
number of mutations cannot increase inde®nitely with time in a sexual
population.
We separate the possible distributions of mutations among adults into
two cases that cover all possibilities.
Case (1). The proportion of all adults, in one generation with ,kÅ/4
mutations is #l (where l Þ 0; 1).
In the next generation, in which kÅ is calculated, a proportion $ 1 2 l4
of the food items consumed by two adults will be eaten by individuals
whose parents both had $kÅ/4 mutations.
The gametes produced by two parents with a large number of
mutations will be normally distributed with a mean of one-half the parental
number of mutations and a variance of one-quarter the parental number
of mutations. Thus the mean number of mutations in offspring produced
NATURE | VOL 406 | 27 JULY 2000 | www.nature.com

from two parents with $kÅ/4 mutations is $kÅ/4 and the variance in the
number of mutations in these offspring is $kÅ/8.
The contribution to kÅ9 - kÅ from the m  1 term of equation (3) can be
written
2

aQQ 1
4FÅ

^ jk

k0 ;k1

1

2 k0 j

jC k1  2 C k0 j
p p
C k1   C k0  k0 k1

4

The contribution to this from the offspring
of two parents with $kÅ/4
p
mutations is of order 2 aQQ 1 1 2 l4 k=FÅ (more re®ned estimates
can be made, but the result given is adequate for our purposes). Thus for
suf®ciently large kÅ, this contribution becomes large and negative and
forces kÅ9 - kÅ to be negative, thereby preventing runaway of the mean
number of mutations.
Case (2). The proportion of all adults, in one generation, with ,kÅ/4
mutations is .l (where l Þ 0; 1).
In this case, some adults have ,kÅ mutations and there must be other
adults with .kÅ mutations. Let the proportion of the adults with .kÅ
mutations be R. We focus on food items that are consumed by exactly
two adults where both parents of one adult had ,kÅ/4 mutations and the
other adult had at least one parent with .kÅ mutations. Under the current
assumptions, the frequency with which consumed food items fall into this
category is at least 2R 1 2 Rl2 . Furthermore, when kÅ is very large, the
difference in the number of mutations of adults on all but a negligible
proportion of such food items must be at least of the order of kÅ. As a
consequence, the contribution to kÅ9 - kÅ arising from
p such food items is,
Å For suf®ciently
from equation (4), of order 2 aQQ 1R 1 2 Rl2 k=F.
large kÅ, this contribution becomes large and negative and forces kÅ9 - kÅ to
be negative.
Cases (1) and (2) indicate that for g  0, kÅ does not !`. Provided all
consumers of a food item have a ®nite number of mutations, the
behaviour in g is continuous as g ! 0. Thus for g ! 0 the g  0 results
are obtained.
Other results
A number of other results are contained in the main text. Here we provide
details of their derivation.
The equilibrium value of nÅ for g ! 0, is given by the positive solution of
Å
Å nÅ
2nÅ  aQ1 2 exp 2 n.
This follows when FÅ  aQ1 2 exp 2 n=
(which applies for g ! 0), is used in the update rule for nÅ at equilibrium:
Å
Å  nÅ F=2.
n9
The condition for invasion of a sexual population by asexuals follows by
®rst noting the number of offspring produced by a mutation-free asexual
invader. This number is identical to that of a mutation free sexual, namely
F0, because the asexual is in competition only with sexuals for food. The
critical mutation rate UpI is that for which a mutation-free asexual is just
able to replace itself with another mutation free individual, given by
Å
Å
exp 2 UI F0  1. As wÅ  F=F
0 and at equilibrium F  2, it follows that
Å  1, which is equivalent to the
UpI is determined by exp 2 UpI  2=w
expression given in the main text.
In the modi®ed model, where there is a maximum value of nÅ,
namely nÅmax, we note that F0 , aQ and individuals are expected to
encounter at least Q exp(-nÅmax) food items that are not encountered by
any other individual. Thus FÅ . aQ exp 2 nÅ max , so wÅ . exp 2 nÅ max , and
we have the bound UI* , nÅ max  ln 2.
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relative to the average rate of food consumption. This is easily
demonstrated. For example, decreasing the value of g from 0.01 to
10-9 does not cause much change in the wk values in Fig. 1a (data not
shown).
The population described above will survive only if females
consume enough food to produce at least two offspring each (on
average). In the limit as g ! 0 the condition for survival of a sexual
population is aQ . 2. This means that, when aQ . 2, a sexual
population can survive any ®nite rate of mutation (U) so long as g is
suf®ciently small. (Proofs are given in Box 1). We also ®nd that
when aQ . 2 and we take the limit as g ! 0, the equilibrium
population density takes on a value such that the equilibrium value
of nÅ is given by the positive solution of 2Ån  aQ1 2 exp 2 nÅ .
Note that, in this case, U has no in¯uence on the equilibrium
population density. These results arise because, when g is very small,
population extinction cannot occur unless the mean number of
mutations per adult (kÅ) is very large, so that the average rate of food
consumption is depressed at least to the point where food consumption occurs at a similar rate to food decay (g). A low g and a
high kÅ are exactly the conditions speci®ed above for the emergence
of synergistic epistasis over suf®ciently small values of k. Furthermore, these conditions tend to produce situations where wk < 1 for
all but very large values of k. Functions of this sort are known to be
particularly bene®cial for sexual populations1.
Next, consider the limit as U ! 0. In this limit, the condition for
survival of a sexual population is aQ . 2 1  g=C 0 .
What happens to a sexual population when U q 0 and g q 0? The
answer depends on the exact choice of parameter values. However, so
long as aQ . 2 it is not dif®cult to ®nd parameter values for which a
sexual population can survive, but an asexual population (described
below) will go extinct. This can be done by choosing g suf®ciently
small and U suf®ciently large (see Fig. 2 for examples).
Let us consider an asexual population that is identical to the one
just described except that all individuals are female, and each
offspring is genetically identical to its parent, except for new
mutations. Mutations occur at the same rate per locus as in the
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consume a particular food item are a random sample of the adults,
and we take nÅ to be proportional to the number of adults in the
population (which is assumed to be very large). In our numerical
studies we initially take nÅ  aQ, and initially all adults have no
mutations.
Extensive numerical study suggests that this model always leads
to equilibrium. We determine the wk values only after equilibrium is
reached.
Consider the case where, at equilibrium, the mean number of
individuals per food item (nÅ) is very large (Ån ! `). In this case, we
can show that wk is proportional to Ck for all k $ 0. Thus, when nÅ is
very large, there is no a priori reason to expect synergistic epistasis to
emerge from competition for resources.
A very large value of nÅ can only be achieved if the availability of
food (aQ) is also very large. When food availability is more limited
a variety of patterns are possible (Fig. 1). Figure 1a±c uses multiplicative Ck functions. This sort of function leads to the logarithm of
wk declining linearly with k when nÅ is very large. However, when
food availability is limited, multiplicative Ck functions can lead to
synergistic epistasis (Fig. 1a), diminishing-returns epistasis (Fig. 1b)
or a combination of the two (Fig. 1c).
Despite the variety of patterns that arise when food availability is
limited, it is possible to say something general in the case where g
(the rate of food decay) is very small (g ! 0). In this case, we can
show that for k suf®ciently large (but ®nite) we have wk1 =wk < 1. In
other words, if we consider individuals with suf®ciently large
numbers of mutations, then any additional mutations have a
negligible effect on ®tness. We can expect the effect of additional
mutations on ®tness to be non-negligible for some smaller values
of k. Thus, when g is very small, we will have diminishing-returns
epistasis for suf®ciently large values of k (Fig. 1b, c). These ®ndings
arise because adults with many more mutations than average will
consume almost no food from food items that are consumed by
multiple adults (because these food items will be consumed very
quickly, relative to the rate of consumption for such adults).
However, if g is very small, these mutation-laden adults will
consume almost all of any food items that they alone encounter.
Another case where it is possible to say something general about
the shape of the wk curve is where g is very small (g ! 0), nÅ is not
very large and nearly all members of the population have such large
numbers of mutations that they consume food items very slowly in
comparison with individuals with few mutations. In this case, adults
with only a few deleterious mutations will generally consume food
items very quickly in comparison with the rate of food decay, and in
comparison with any other adults that are consuming the same food
item. Therefore, these adults will usually consume nearly all of any
food item they encounter. Thus, wk1 =wk < 1 for suf®ciently small
values of k. For values of k closer to the mean we can expect
smaller values of wk+1/wk because of competition with other adults.
Thus, regardless of the details of the pattern of Ck values,
synergistic epistasis can be expected for suf®ciently small values of
k (Fig. 1a, c, e).
This mechanism for producing synergy requires a suf®ciently
small value of nÅ, and so food availability (aQ) must be suf®ciently
small. With this in mind, consider Fig. 1d and e which uses a
function for Ck that gives diminishing-returns epistasis when food
availability is suf®ciently large. For Fig. 1d we set Q  2;000, leading
to an equilibrium where nÅ  39:973. As a consequence of this
substantial nÅ value, the wk values shown are similar to the Ck
values (all are within 8%), and diminishing-returns epistasis prevails. When food availability is cut to Q  100, nÅ  0:400 at
equilibrium. As a consequence, the wk values show synergistic
epistasis (Fig. 1e).
Another possible source of synergistic epistasis relates to food
decay. In a sense, adults must compete against food decay in a way
that is similar to the competition they experience with each other.
However, this source of synergy is unimportant when g is low
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Figure 2 Results from the numerical studies. a, The values of U pS , the genomic mutation
rate above which a sexual population goes extinct. b, Squares, values of U pA , the genomic
mutation rate above rate above which an asexual population will go extinct. Circles, values
of U pI , the genomic mutation rate above which a sexual population at equilibrium cannot
be successfully invaded by an asexual lineage. For all data shown, a  0:2, Q  100,
C k  0:9k .
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sexual population described above, and thus the mean number of
new mutations per genome is U.
This asexual population will perpetuate itself inde®nitely so long
as the average amount of food consumed per adult is suf®cient to
produce at least one offspring. This is half the food requirements of
a sexual population, which re¯ects the well known two-fold cost of
sex25. Over the long term, the rate of food consumption can be
maintained at a suf®ciently high level only if
aQe 2 U
$1
1  g=C 0

1

If this relation is not satis®ed, the population will go extinct. This
result is in sharp contrast to the situation in sexuals. Whenever
eU . aQ . 2 and g is suf®ciently small, we have a situation where a
sexual population can survive but an asexual population will go
extinct (for any allowable values of Ck). For example, if g is very
small, then this is the case when aQ  2:5 and U . 0:917, and also
when aQ  25 and U . 3:22.
Let us consider the conditions required for a sexual population to
be safe from invasions into its habitat by asexual populations that
consume the same food. The results will also tell us when a sexual
population is safe from mutations that cause asexual reproduction
and eliminate the `cost of sex' by causing female adults to produce
only female offspring. Mutations (or sets of mutations) of this sort
seem to be responsible for the origination of many asexual
populations26±28.
Suppose that the invading asexuals are as described above, and
have the same mutation rate and Ck values as the sexuals. We assume
that the asexuals are initially very rare, so that they compete with
sexuals for food, but they rarely compete with each other for the
same food item. Under these conditions, we ®nd that a sexual
population at equilibrium cannot be invaded by asexuals so long as
the genomic mutation rate (U) is suf®ciently large. Let U pI represent
the value of U above which asexuals can never invade by increasing
from a very low initial density (I is for invasion). If U , U pI then
invading asexuals may increase to a non-negligible density (such an
increase is guaranteed if U , U pI and many of the asexual invaders
are free of deleterious mutations). It can be shown that
Å where w
U pI  ln 2=w,
Å is the mean value of wk. The values of wk
and w
Å can be derived from numerical study of a sexual population
(see Fig. 2 for an example). We can also show that, in all cases,
U pI # ln aQ.
In our model, food availability has a strong effect on population
density. In many natural populations, however, population density
is largely determined by other factors, such as predation and
parasitism29. We can modify the model to emulate these processes
in a very rough way by assuming that the mean number of adults per
3.5
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food item (nÅ) can never exceed a particular value, denoted nÅmax.
Assume that, if the population at birth is such that the number of
newborn individuals per food item is greater than nÅmax, then a
`thinning' process takes place so that randomly selected newborns
die until nÅ  nÅ max .
If nÅmax is suf®ciently large then thinning never occurs. What
happens, however, if nÅmax is small enough so that thinning does
occur? The condition for survival of an asexual population is
unaffected, and is still given by relation (1). Furthermore, a sexual
population can still survive so long as aQ . 2 and g is suf®ciently
small. Perhaps the most intriguing effect is the impact on U pI . For
any choice of parameter values such that aQ . 2, we have, in the
limit as g ! 0, U pI , Ånmax  ln 2. Thus, if g is suf®ciently small,
we can bring U pI arbitrarily close to ln 2  0:693 by decreasing the
value of nÅmax. This is because when g is suf®ciently small and nÅmax is
also small, competitions over food items are rare, and so the ®tness
of mutation-free individuals is not much higher than the mean
®tness. This limits the maximum possible advantage of mutationfree asexual invaders.
Figure 3 shows data for a set of numerical studies that used the
same parameter values used for Fig. 2, except that nÅ  1:386, so that
25% of the food items that adults consume are consumed by no
other adult. Comparison of Fig. 2 with Fig. 3 shows that the
imposition of a maximum population density causes a substantial
decrease in U pI in this case. With the preceding analytic result, this
suggests that, when g is suf®ciently small, sexual populations will
tend to be best protected from invasions by asexuals when their
population density is kept low enough to allow many food items to
be consumed by only one adult.
Our results show that synergistic epistasis can emerge from
competition for food. Similar models can be constructed to show
that synergy can arise from competition for other limited resources
such as nest sites, places in which to shelter, distance from predators,
access to light (in plants) and so on. In sexual organisms, the
interactions involved in competing for mates may be a particularly
important cause of synergistic epistasis. Additionally, deleterious
mutations are just one source of variation in ®tness. It is reasonable
to expect results similar to those produced here for other sources of
variation (for example, environmental change or spatial heterogeneity and migration).
To our knowledge, there has never been an experimental search for
synergy that has allowed members of a genetically diverse population
to compete in many randomly formed groups. Our results indicate
that without such an approach, there may never be a convincing
demonstration of the reality of synergistic epistasis. Our results also
suggest that experimenters should be cautious, because, as shown in
Fig. 1, synergistic epistasis may not hold over the entire range of
mutation-contamination levels observed within a population.
M
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Figure 3 Results from the numerical studies using the modi®ed model, for which there is
a maximum allowable value of nÅ. Squares, values of U pA , the genomic mutation rate above
which an asexual population will go extinct. Circles, values of U pI , the genomic mutation
rate above which a sexual population at equilibrium cannot be successfully invaded by an
asexual lineage. The U pS values are identical to those shown in Fig. 2. For all data shown,
nÅ max  1:386, a  0:2, Q  100, C k  0:9k .
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The ability to recognize and remember individual identities for
long periods of time has important implications for the evolution
of animal social behaviour, particularly complex interactions such
as cooperation or mate choice1±7. Despite this importance, there is
only a single example of long-term individual recognition in
nature, the 8-month retention of neighbour's song among male
hooded warblers, Wilsonia citrina7, and there is none for a nonhuman mammal. Associations between individuals spanning
years, which are especially prevalent in carnivores8, primates9
and seabirds10, and evidence of mate ®delity11,12 provide indirect
support for the ability of long-term recognition. In many of these
instances, however, individuals do not separate for extended
periods, and thus long-term recognition, although often assumed,
may be both unnecessary and nonexistent. Furthermore, site
®delity rather than individual recognition may explain many
instances of mate ®delity10. Here I show that mother±offspring
pairs of a migratory otariid pinnipedÐthe northern fur seal
(Callorhinus ursinus)Ðnot only have the ability to recognize
each other's vocalizations during the course of a breeding season,
but are also able to retain these memories for at least 4 years.
Vocal recognition is a key component of offspring survival
among northern fur seal maternal dyads and consequently both
mothers and pups are very responsive to vocal playback studies13,14.
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Throughout nursing, mothers leave on week-long foraging trips and
upon their return must relocate their pups in dense breeding
colonies using what appears to be a combination of geographic,
vocal and olfactory cues. At four months of age, pups migrate south
independent of their mothers15,16. The seals spend winter at sea,
travelling as far south as the Channel Islands, California, and as far
east as Japanese waters15. Given the large distances travelled, and the
different migratory habits of immature and adult seals15,16, it is
unlikely that parents and immature offspring would encounter one
another while away from the breeding areas. When seals return they
tend to frequent their natal sites17, making it possible for individuals
to meet again in future seasons. Females are sexually mature
between 3 and 6 years of age, having their ®rst potential offspring
during year 4 after a 1-year delayed implantation and gestation.
Male sexual maturation also occurs between 3 and 6 years, but males
are unable to compete for females until year 10 (ref. 15).
I tested the effect of time on mother±offspring vocal recognition
using playback experiments that spanned three periods: within
season (3±4-week delay), between seasons (1-year delay) and
between several seasons (4-year delay). I tested within season effects
because it is the most critical period for recognition, and concurrently, when pups experience maximal growth. If growth has a
detrimental effect on the acoustic cues used for recognition, I would
expect to see a decreased response to `old' calls (where there was a
3±4-week lag between recording and playback) as compared with
`recent' calls (those with a 2±3-day lag). Responses to both of these
treatments were expected to be greater than to `control' calls (calls of
familiar non-mothers and non-offspring). I found that both mother
and pup vocal responses to the three treatments differed signi®cantly (repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
mother's responses: F2,10 = 3.78, P , 0.05; and pup's responses,
F2,14 = 13.43, P , 0.0001). Whereas recent and old pup calls elicited
more responses from mothers than control pup calls, responses to
these two categories were not distinguishable from each other
(paired t-tests: recent compared with control, t10 = 2.97, P , 0.05;
old compared with control, t10 = 2.96, P , 0.05; recent compared
with old, t10 = 0.28, P . 0.05). The same pattern was true for pup
responses to their mother's calls (paired t-tests: recent compared
with control, t14 = 4.18, P , 0.001; old compared with control,
t14 = 4.74, P , 0.001; recent compared with old, t14 = 1.83, P . 0.05).
This experiment shows that a short time lag of 3±4 weeks, double
the maximum separation time naturally experienced during female
foraging trips when lactating, does not affect vocal recognition.
To test whether recognition was maintained over consecutive
seasons, I measured mother and pup vocal responses to playbacks
of their offspring or mother's calls recorded the previous year. Test
treatments were matched with year-old control calls. I found that
both mothers and pups responded more to the year-old calls of their
offspring or their mothers than to control calls (paired t-tests: mother
responses, t5 = 2.7, P , 0.05; pup responses, t5 = 6.71, P , 0.01)
showing that vocal recognition can be maintained for at least 1 year.
To test recognition after multiple seasons, I conducted playbacks
to 4-year-old females during their ®rst observed visits to the
breeding area since they were neonates. I was able to measure the
responses of four such females to playbacks of their mother's calls
made when the subjects were pups. As before, test treatments were
matched with similar aged control calls. None of the females had an
offspring, appeared pregnant, or was seen to associate with an older
female that could have been her mother. Each one remained on land
for a maximum of 3 days and afterwards was not observed again.
Each of the four females orientated to the test treatments and not to
the control treatments (paired sign test: P , 0.01, n = 8; 2 playbacks
to each of 4 subjects18). Two of the four females also responded
vocally to the playbacks (insuf®cient for statistical comparisons).
These two females called only to the test treatments and not once to
the control treatments (the ®rst female called during only one trial,
and the second called during three trials). The speci®c vocal
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